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Abstract-In this paper, we will study a conjecture on fixed-point indices of mappings in cones 
proposed by Dancer. Adding the assumptions that the cone has nonempty interior and one of the 
generalized eigenspaces of the operator, whose corresponding eigenvalue is greater than 1, intersects 
the interior of the cone, we shall prove the conjecture. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND THE MAIN RESULT 
In this paper, we will study the conjecture on fixed-point indices of mappings in cones proposed by 
Dancer [1,2]. Before we state the conjecture, it is convenient to recall some standard terminologies 
and notations which were used in [I]. Let E b e a real Banach space. Recall that a closed set C c E 
is called a cone if (-C)nC = {0}, C+C c C, and R+ .C c C, where R+ = [0, 00). Furthermore, 
if C - C = E, we call it a total cone. Assume that C c E is a total cone and that y E C is 
a fixed point of the operator A : C --) C, which is compact and C1 in a neighborhood of y, 
that means there exists a relative open set 0 c C containing y such that A is continuous in 0 
and that Vu E 0 there exists a linear bounded operator, denoted by A’(u), which is continuous 
with u and satisfies Vv E 0, lIA(u) - A(w) - A’(u)(u - u)II = o(jIu -VII). Let 
C, = {u E E : y + tu E C, for some t > 0} and s, = {u E cy : -u E Cg} 
According to [l], we know that S, is a closed subspace of E, A’(y)(C,) c CY and A’(y)(&) c S,. 
Then as in [l], these allow us to define the quotient space E/S,, which we denote by s,, and the 
operator A, which is naturally induced from A’(y) by the quotient mapping. Let r(A) denote the 
spectral radius of A and CV the image of CV under the quotient mapping. In [l], Dancer gave 
the following index formula. 
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THEOREM A. Assume that I - A’(y) is invertible. Then 
(i) ic(A,y) = 0, if r(A) > 1; and 
(ii) i&(A,y) =-is,(A’(y) Isy,O), ifr(A) < 1. 
Observe that i - A’(y) is invertible forces y to be an isolated fixed point. For the definition of 
the fixed-point indices of mappings defined on convex sets, the reader could refer to Nussbaum 
[3] or deFigueiredo, Lions and Nussbaum [4]. If y = 0, this formula was apparently first given 
by Nussbaum [3]. In Theorem A, Dancer noticed that the condition that I - A’(y) is invertible 
for Case (i) is unnatural if y is an isolated fixed point. In fact, he proposed the following. 
CONJECTURE. (See [1,2].) Ify is an isolated fixed point of A and r(A) > 1, then ic(A, y) = 0. 
There are some partial results on this conjecture. In [2], Dancer proved that if I - A’(y) 
is not invertible but the kernel of I - A’(y) d oes not intersect cY, then y is an isolated fixed 
point and ic(A, y) = 0. It should be noticed that the conditions assumed in [2] are equivalent to 
r(A) > 1 and the kernel of I-A’(y) does not intersect cY by the Krein-Rutman theorem (cf. [5]). 
In [6], Li and Li demonstrated that if the isolated fixed point y is 0 and r(A’(0)) is a simple 
eigenvalue of A’( 0)) which is greater than 1 and greater than the absolute values of all the other 
eigenvalues, then the index is 0. Denote the interior of a set D by int (D). In this paper, we will 
prove the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that A : C --t C is compact and Cl, where C c E is a cone. Ify E C is an 
isolated fixed point of A, int (C) # 8 and there exist X > 1 and UO E int (cY) such that &&, = Xi&,, 
then ic(A, y) = 0. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The following two notations will be used throughout this paper. Let B, denote the closed ball 
in E centered at the origin with radius r and for any convex set D C E, let D’ = {f E E* : 
f(u) 2 O,Vu E D}, where E* is the dual space of E. 
LEMMA 2.1. If f E (U + BT)*, then f(u) > rllfll. 
PROOF. By the definition of Ilfll, we have V’t E (0,l) and Vu > 0, there exists w E E such 
that llvll = a and f(v) 5 -tallfll. L t e a = tr. So w E B, and then u + ‘u E u + B,: This 
follows f(~ + w) 2 0. Therefore, f(u) 2 -f(w) > t2rllfll. Let t -+ 1 and then f(u) > rllfll. I 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that D c E is a convex set and that F : D -+ E is Cl. Then Vu0 E D 
and V E > 0, there exists S > 0, such that IIF(U) - F(v) - F’(v)@ - w) II < ~11~ -VII if u and u E D 
such that 11~ - ~011 and I/V - uoll < 6. 
PROOF. According to the Hahn-Banach theorem [7], there exists f E E* such that llfll = 1 and 
IIF - F(v) - F’(v)@ - w)II = f (F(u) - F(v) - F’(w)(u - w)) . 
Since F is Cl, there exists 0 E (0,l) such that 
f (F(u) - F(v) - F’(w)(u - w)) = f ((F’(w + O(U - v)) - F’(w)) (U - w)) . 
Hence, 
IIF - F(v) - F’(v)(u - w)II I llfll llF’(w + Q(u. - v)) - F’(v)11 lb - 4. 
By the continuity of F’(u), we obtain the conclusion. 
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LEMMA 2.3. (C-y)* = C; = c;. 
PROOF. From C - y c C, c c,, it follows (C - y)’ > Cy’ > cy. Then we need only to 
show that (C - y)* c cj. Let f E (C - y)” and then Vu E cY, by the definition of C,, there 
exist u, E (C - y) and t, > 0 such that I/U - tTtunll --+ 0. From f(~~) > 0, it follows that 
f(u) > 0. That is, f E (?t and the proof is complete. I 
In the following lemmas, we assume that int (C) # 0 and y E KY. Then it is clear that 
int (C - y), int (C,), and int (c,) # 0 since C c (C-y) c C, c cV. 
LEMMA 2.4. int (eY) # 0 and u E int (C?,) x=+ U. E int (c’,), where U. denotes the equivalence 
class containing u under the quotient mapping. 
PROOF. Let U E int (6,) and then there exists T > 0 such that U + & E c,, where B, denote 
the closed ball in $ centered at the original point with radius T. Since U. + B, are the equivalent 
classes containing u + B,, it is clear that u + B, c c,. Hence, u E int (c,). 
Let ‘u. E int (C,) and r > 0 such that u + B, E c,. Then -u @ c,. For, if -u $ c,, then by 
the convexity of cY, we have (l/2) (U + B,) + (l/2) (-U) E c,. This implies 0 E int (c,), and 
thus, y E int (C). We have a contradiction. Hence, u $ S, and then U. # 0, E c,. 
V’v E (U + B,lz), let V denote its equivalent class and then, by the arguments above, we 
have V E c,. Hence, U + B,,, c c,, and thus, U E int (6,). I 
LEMMA 2.5. 
(i) VU E int (c,) and V w E cl,, we have {SU + tw : s, t E (0, m)} c int (c,). 
(ii) VU E int (C - y) and tiv E (C-y), we have {tu + (1 - t)v : t E (O,l)} c int (C - y). 
PROOF. (ii) is a special case of the well-known result of [8, p. 4131 and (i) can be shown easily 
by the same methods. I 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume that D c E is a convex set with nonempty interior. Then int (D) = int (D). 
PROOF. It is clear that int (D) c int (D). On the other hand, let ‘~1 E int (D). By Theorem 1 
of [B, p. 4131, tu + (1 - t)w E D for any 0 < t < 1 if v E int (D). This implies that u E int (D). u 
LEMMA 2.7. Ifu E a(C - y), then there exists f E (C - y)*\{O} such that f(u) = 0. 
PROOF. Let L = {tu : t E R}. Since u E a(C - y), by L emma 2.5(ii), it easy to show that L n 
int (C - y) = 0. F rom the convex sets separation theorem, it follows that there exists f E 
(C - y)*\(O) such that f(u) = 0. I 
LEMMA 2.8. If u E int (c,), then there exists to > 0 such that tu E int (C - y), ‘dt E (0, to]. 
PROOF. Let u E int (c,) and then Lemma 2.6 implies u E int (C,). Therefore, there exists to > 0 
such that tou E (C-y). We claim that tou E int (C-y). We argue by contradiction and suppose 
that tou $ int (C-y). By L emma 2.7, there exists f E (C -y)*\(O) such that f(tou) = 0. Thus, 
f(u) = 0. Nevertheless, Lemma 2.3 implies f E c; and then by ‘u. E int (cY) and Lemma 2.1, we 
have f(u) > 0. This is a contradiction. Hence, t,yu E int (C - y). From Lemma 2.5(ii), it follows 
that tu E int (C - y), ‘dt E (O&l. 1 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Now we shall prove our main result, Theorem 1.1. The proof will be divided into four steps. 
STEP 1. EQUIVALENT NORMS. From AGo = &, it follows that there exist ~6 E c, and w,$ E S, 
such that A’(y)~b = XU~ + wb and U; belongs to the equivalence class of 60. Since 6~~0 E int (c,), 
Lemma 2.4 gives us U; E int (cl,). It follows from Lemma 2.5(i) that (X - 1)~; + wk i int (c,). 
By Lemma 2.8, there exists to > 0 such that toub and to((X - 1)~; + VA) E int (C - y). Let 
uo = tou&, wg = t,yt(,, and Qo = to((X - l)~h + ~6). Then we have 
A’(y)zlo - u. = (X - 1)~ + 1/o = YilJ and ~0 and GiLg E int (C - y). (3.1) 
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Since uc E int (C-y), from the convex sets separation theorem and Lemma 2.1, it follows that 
there exists fc E (C - y)* such that fc(uc) = 1. Let Er = span{uo} and E2={u~E:fo(u)=O}. 
Then E = Ei $ Ez. In fact, Vu E E, we have u = fc(u)uo + u - fo(u)uo, where fo(u)uo E El 
and u - fo(u)uc E Ea. It is clear that ]]u]]* = ]fo(u)] + ]]u - fs(u)uo]] is an equivalent norm 
in E. From now on, we use this equivalent norm in E and equip the space E’ and the space of 
all continuous linear operators on E with the norms induced from it. For simplicity, we denote 
all these norms by ]I . /I. Ob serve the obvious fact that ]]uo]] = 1 and this will be used in the 
following steps. 
STEP 2. SOME INEQUALITIES. For T > 0, let D, = B, n (C - y). By (3.1), there exists r1 > 0 
such that uc + Bzrl and 60 + Bzrl c (C - y). Since B,, + B,, c Bzrl and D,, c B,,, it follows 
thatVwED,,,v+u~+B,,, andv+Be+B,, c(C-y). Inotherwords,V’vED,,,uc+Brl, 
and GO + B,, c (C-y -u). By Lemma 2.1, we have VW E D,, and V’f E (C-y-v)* 
f (uo) and 
Vu E (C - y), we define a(u) = A(y + u) - y. Since A(C) c C and y is an isolated fixed 
point of A in C, we have a(C - y) c (C - y) and 0 is an isolated fixed point of a in C - y. 
Choose ~2 > 0 such that 0 is the only fixed point of a in D,, From the continuity of A’(u), it 
follows that there exists 7-g > 0 such that Vu E D,,, 
By Lemma 2.2, there exists r4 > 0 such that Vu and u E D,,, 
IlA(u) -A(w) - A’(w)(u - w)ll 5 ;rlllu - WI/. 
(3.3) 
STEP 3. HOMOTOPY. Let 60 = min{(l/a)T1,T2,T3,T4}. For t E [O,l] and u E (C-y), we 
define H(t,u) = a(u) + t(uc + y). Fr om uo E (C - y), it follows that uc + y E C. Since 
(C-y)+C c (C-y) anda(C-y) c (C-y), ‘t 1 is clear that Vt E [O,l],N(t, (C-y)) C (C-y). 
If we can prove the equation u = H(t, u) has no solution for t E (0, l] and u E D6o, then 
i(c-y)(W, .)> 4,) is well defined Vt E [0, l] and by the commutativity and homotopy invariance 
of the fixed-point index, we have 
W4 Y) = +c-~) (HP, .I, 4 = +c-~) (HP, .), 060) = 0. 
That is, Theorem 1.1 is proved. 
STEP 4. NO SOLUTION. We argue by contradiction and suppose that there exist t E (0, l] 
and u E Da0 such that A 
u = H(t, u) = A(u) + t(uo + y). (3.5) 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists s 2 t such that u’ = u - sue E (DJ,, n a(C - y)). 
PROOF. Since a(u) E (C - y), it is clear that a(u) + ty E (C - y) and then from (3.5), it 
follows u - tug E (C - y). Since fc(u - luc) < 0 if 1 .> fc(u), we have u - 1uo $Z (C - y) 
if 1 > fc(u). (Recall fc E (C - y)* and fc(uc) = 1.) Th ere ore, f because C - y is closed and 
convex, there exists s E [t, fc(u)] suchthatu-sucE(C-y)andu-luo+!(C-y)ifI>s. That 
is, u’ = u - sue E a(C - y). 
Since fc(u’) = fc(u) - s and s, fc(u) - s > 0, by the equivalent norm that is defined in Step 1, 
we have 
II4 = Ifo(‘1L) - SI + lb - (fo(~j - sboll = fo(u) - s + llu - fo(~Ml = II4 - s < lbll. 
Then u’ E Dao. Hence, u’ E (Ds, n 6’(C - y)). I 
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From (3.5), by the Taylor’s formula, it follows that 
21’ + sue = A(,‘) + SA’(U’)UO + t(uo + y) + o(llsuoll) 
or 
0 = ‘w, -u’+ s (awe - uo) +t(uo +y) +o(llSUoll) 
= a (u’) - u’ + s (k(O) u. - Uo) + S (“’ (U’) uo - a’(o)uo) + t(uo + y) + o(IIsuol/) (3.6) 
= A (4 - u’ + S’iLo + s (“’ (u’) - a,(O)) UrJ + quo + y) + o((IsuoII), 
where o(llsucll) = A(U) - a(~‘) - sa’( ‘u. ‘) ~0. Since U’ E D60r from (3.3) and (3.4), it follows 
11s (A’ (4 - Al(O)) UOII 5a rlslluo~/ = a 7-1s (3.7) 
and 
(34 
By U’ E a(C -y), we have 0 E a(C-y-u’). S ince int (C - y - u’) # 0 and then by the convex 
sets separation theorem, there exists g E (C-y-u’)* such that ~~g~~ = 1. From a(~‘) E (C-y), 
it follows that a(~‘) - 2~’ E (C - y - u’) and then 
g (A (2~‘) - u’) 2 0. (34 
By (3.2), it is clear that 
duo) and 9 (Go) 2 Tl. (3.10) 
LEMMA 3.2. lg(y)I < (1/2)r1. 
PROOF. Since U’ E (C - y), we have y + U’ E C and then 2(y + u’) E C. Hence, (y + u’) E (C - 
y-u’). It is clear that -(y+u’) E (C-y-u’) (In fact, by 0 E C, we have -p E (C-p),‘dp E E.) 
Therefore, g(y + u’) = 0. Then 
Ig(Y)l = lg(y + 4 -9 (4 = 19 WI I IIU’II . 
Since 2~’ E DJ~, we have /g(y)1 5 60 < (l/2) ~1. 
Let g act on (3.6). Combining with (3.7)-(3.10) and Lemma 3.2, we have 
0 = g (A (u’) - d) + $2 (CO) + sg ((Al (4 - A’(O)) uo) + tg(uo) + tg(Y) + g (4ll~~Oll)) 
1 1 1 
2 0 + 7-1s - 4 7-1s + r1t - 5 r1t - 4 r1s 
= i 7-1s + i rlt > 0. 
This is a contradiction and the proof is complete. 
I 
4. REMARKS 
Before we end this paper, some remarks concerning Theorem 1.1 seem appropriate. 
(i) The assumption that int (C) # 0 is not exclusive since in many situations, with suitable 
choice, we can pose our problems in cones with nonempty interior. This has been discussed 
in [9]. 
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(ii) Suppose int (C) # 0. If y E int (C), then ic(A,y) = i~(A,y). Hence, we only concern 
ourselves with the case y E K’. By Lemma 2.4, this implies int (6,) # 0. 
(iii) A linear operator T is called strictly positive if T(P) c int (P), where P c E is a 
cone with nonempty interior. Using this terminology, we can replace the conditions that 
there exist X > 1 and 210 E int (6,) such that kc = X&J by that A is strict positive 
and r(A) > 1. For many application problems, such conditions will be met and we refer 
to [9,10] for details. 
(iv) Theorem 1.1 is still true if C is replaced by arbitrary closed convex set D with nonempty 
interior. Let 
D,={u~E:yftu~D, forsomet>O} and SDy = {u E Dy : -w. E D,,} . 
Then C, and S, should be substituted by D, and SD,, respectively. 
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